Overview of WaivLength
WaivLength is a med-tech provider targeting the health, wellbeing and
cosmetic markets supplying multifunctional devices which combine the use of
magnetotherapy, ultrasound, phototherapy, and TENS to treat and combat a
wide variety of health and cosmetic conditions. WaivLength devices use an
innovative technology that applies these therapies simultaneously in
synchronised pulses to create a synergistic effect that can achieve benefits
greater than the sum of their parts.

WaivLength Beauty and Your Business
The devices featured in this brochure can be used by beauty p
The devices featured in this brochure can be used by beauty
clinics, spas and independent beauticians alike to help
maximise their clients’ wow factor using a variety of treatments
to help minimise cellulite, skin issues, wrinkles and ageing.
Helping to restore the vibrancy and youthfulness of their clients’
appearance.
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DEVICES

SONIMED

SONICLIFE
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Sonimed is a complete and effective
system for simultaneously offering
both high and low frequency
magnetotherapy, both infrared and
blue light phototherapy, and utilising
ultrasound therapies to achieve a
wide range of cosmetic and
wellbeing results throughout the
entire body. The system has 2
adapter sockets one Ultrasound and
one Magnetic Light features a wide
variety of cosmetic Ultrasound,
magneto-light and Phototherapy
programs allowing the therapist to
choose
the
relevant
pre-set
cosmetic programs to achieve the
desired result, the outputs are also
adjustable for tailoring treatments.
Usually a targeted ultrasound is used
to start followed by magnetic light
treatment. All of these treatments
can be pulsed and even use a
synchronistical pulse to maximise
the results it delivers.

Soniclife is one of the latest
additions to WaivLength’s range of
devices, taking the completeness of
our therapy to the next level with the
addition of TENS (transcutaneous
electrical nerve stimulation). This
device specifically targets the hands,
wrists and lower arms, applying PEMF
(pulsed electromagnetic fields) in
conjunction with blue and red-light
phototherapy
and
ultrasound
therapy, with the optional addition of
TENS.
Soniclife also has sockets for the
attachment of specialised adapters
such as magnetic light diffusers and
ultrasound emitters which can be
used for wellbeing and beauty
treatments on all parts of the body.
Unlike Sonimed which has a wide
variety of preprogrammed cosmetic
options with Soniclife, the therapist
manually adjusts the output of the
device to tailor to individual
treatment needs.
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Both offer a wide range of optional extras for the application of high frequency
(HF) magnetotherapy to specific parts of the body, including vests, leg pads,
arm pads, neckbands, face bands, shoulder and knee bands, and even
mattress covers so patients can have the benefits of HF pulsed magnetic fields
applied to the entire body whilst they sleep.
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Both systems offer:
Professional grade cosmetic Phototherapy capable of delivering infrared
and blue light programs the parameters of which are adjustable to be
tailored by a dermatologist or Beautician specialist who specialises in
offering phototherapy in order to fine tune the treatment. infrared light can
help oxygen and nutrients to reach the cells, enabling them to function
better. Infrared therapy also triggers the growth and repair of new tissues
by improving the action of the mitochondria within cells to help cells
regenerate and slow down the ageing process.
Professional grade Magnotherapy offering not only low frequency but also
high-frequency magnotherapy whose cosmetic treatments too can be
tailored by the therapist. As the energy inside cells starts to decline, the
body feels the consequences in the form of the slowing down of cell
metabolism and the speeding up of the ageing process. The purpose of
magnetotherapy is, therefore, to recharge and regenerate cells lacking in
vital energy.
Professional grade Ultrasound that can be targeted towards a wide range
of beauty and wellbeing goals. Ultrasound therapy can be incredibly useful
in increasing collagen production, the benefits of which towards cosmetic
goals are numerous, additionally, the soundwaves can be used to push
beauty creams and treatments deeper into the dermis to yield much
greater results than simply applying them to the skin.
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Soniclife also has the ability to deliver TENS to the hands which provides an
electromassage that helps stimulate blood flow easing any discomfort felt in the
arms and providing a vibrant refreshing effect whilst supporting the impact of
the overall treatment.
Most Importantly this combination of therapies and the synergy this delivers is
unique to the market, meaning you can be sure you’re offering your customers a
service and treatment the likes of which is unparalleled.
High-Frequency Magnetotherapy is particularly effective at promoting tissue
repair processes and stimulating the natural organic defenses. The purpose of
high-frequency pulsed magnetic fields is to recharge and regenerate cells
lacking in vital energy. The high-frequency pulsed magnetic fields applied with
this appliance are particularly effective in combating tissue ageing through its
action on collagen, vasodilatation, the improvement of skin and connective
tissue metabolism resulting in Liporeduction, reduced cell ageing and the
breakdown of cellulite and drainage of toxins through the lymphatic system.
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Sonimed is pre-programmed to treat and Soniclife can be tailored for the
treatment of:
CELLULITE
LIPO REDUCTION
WATER RETENTION
VARIOUS SKIN CONDITIONS
SKINNG AGING AND WRINKLES
SKIN FIRMING
PHOTO DAMAGED SKIN
VARICOSE VEINS
THE DIFFUSION OF BEAUTY PRODUCTS SUCH AS ANTI-AGEING CREAMS
At the same time, the treatment is targeted at achieving tailored results it will
also aid in increasing the body’s natural defences and the improvement of
overall health and wellbeing.
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Cosmetic Treatments
How WaivLength Beauty is different from other cosmetic devices
on the market
This unique combination of therapies gives it the ability to treat a wide variety
of cosmetic conditions with amazing results.

CELLULITE, LIPOREDUCTION and LYMPHATIC DRAINING (WATER
RETENTION)
Both devices offer a unique assortment of treatments for cellulite. Starting with
Ultrasound you can either pick an all-in-one treatment tailored for various
body parts. For a more in-depth treatment, with Sonimed you also can choose
from one of 14 sets of programmes with a programme designed to treat
certain types and aspects of cellulite and water retention including:

The treatment of all advanced stages of localized cellulite, especially in
cases of soft or loose cellulite.For treating hard or solid cellulite.

The Treatment and reduction of hard to shift fat
For maintaining session cycles already carried out to maintain results
already achieved.
For the rapid reduction of water retention and removal of broken-down
cellulite and toxins.

These programs should be followed by a combination of Magnetotherapy and
Phototherapy to maximise results and in particular to take the treatment a
step further using the lipo-reducing effect of magnetotherapy combined with
Magnetotherapy and Phototherapy’s ability to improve cellular activation and
improve blood flow which is an important factor for the treatment of cellulite.
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COLLAGEN PRODUCTION, SKIN FIRMING, STRETCH MARKS AND
PHOTO-DAMAGED SKIN
The dermis layer of the skin contains most of the skin’s specialized cells and
structures. It synthesizes less collagen each year after about age 20. For
women, oestrogen levels decrease after menopause. This leaves the skin drier,
thinner, and not as taut as before.
Unlike Phototherapy treatments alone that simply target the outer layers of
skin, when combined with ultrasound therapy that bypasses the skin’s surface.
It delivers the collagen-stimulating ultrasound energy to the deepest layers.
Once the dermis begins producing the new collagen, sagging facial and neck
skin lifts and starts to look younger and tighter. This impact is increased by
Magnotherapy’s ability to improve skin and tissue metabolism, rejuvenate the
skin and increase peripheral blood flow and blood flow rate and increased the
production and deposition of collagen-stimulating a skin response which
provides a reduction in stretch marks, skin tightening, and texture
improvement. The Treatment is compounded by Infrared light stimulating new
blood vessels to form, which doctors call angiogenesis further reducing
scarring, wrinkles and age spots.
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ACNE, ROSEA AND AGE SPOTS
Through photo-oxidation, high-intensity BLUE light (420+/-5 nm) this treatment
causes a decrease in the bilirubin in the serum, with a consequent photorejuvenation activity leading to a reduction or end of many skin conditions
including acne and rosacea. The effect on acne is increased when combined
with the exfoliating ultrasound program helping to reduce or completely clear
up blackheads. Infrared light and magnetotherapy also stimulate new blood
vessels to form making them a powerful combination for tackling skin
conditions like age spots and rosacea.
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VARICOSE VEINS
Combing magnetotherapy and Phototherapies’ abilities to increase blood
flow and restore normal blood circulation results in incredible results when
treating varicose vein. Additionally applying a varicose vein beauty product
and diffusing it into the skin with an ultrasound treatment will maximse the
results achieved.

Treatment results
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Day 16
7 Treatment

DIFFUSION
Sonophoresis is a drug delivery method where ultrasound is used to increase
the absorption of topical compounds into the epidermis, dermis and skin
appendages, diffusion uses this principle to apply beauty products that will
help maximise the product’s impact, this can be run on its own or even better
at the end of another treatment, for example, if offering an anti-ageing
treatment an optional extra can be the application and diffusion of an antiageing cream.
We suggest that the treatments are carried out whilst the recipient is lying on
one of our High-Frequency Magnetotherapy matts, this will enhance the
effectiveness of the treatment whilst also working at restoring normal cell
function throughout the body which can provide benefits including:
Increases blood circulation
Reduces joint pain
Reduces back pain
Alleviates stress
Boosts metabolism
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Synergy
How WaivLength Beauty’s different Modalities work together to
enhance your Results

Our devices are uniquely positioned to offer a combination of Ultrasound,
photo, and magnetotherapy, meaning that they maximise the combined
effects of the individual treatments and are capable of treating down through
the different tissues they are applied upon for maximum effect on different
tissues as each modality is used to maximum effect on the tissues which best
absorb it.
There appears to be a strong similarity in the mechanism of the effect of
magneto, photo and ultrasound– all three appear to have their main effect at
the cell membrane level, with the resulting ‘up regulation’ of cell behaviour
being the key to the therapeutic impact. It is believed that applied energy has
little or no effect on normal cells as `sick' cells respond to lower energy levels
than that of normal cells. The combination of the modalities has a
compounding effect on their shared ability to:
Increase vasodilation and improve blood flow and oxygen levels
The detoxication of the body and improvement of its natural defences
Provide an anti-swelling effect
Increase tissue regeneration
Improve tissue rejuvenation

Meaning that they can maximise the results achievable when looking to:
Breakdown cellulite, increase lipo-reduction and reduce water retention
Firm the skin, reduce stretch marks, and target photo-damaged skin
Treat Acne, rosacea and other skin conditions
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WaivLength’s General Wellbeing
Treatments and Sports Recovery
Working with your body to help you live your best life
For those businesses that also offer additional services such as massage and
sports recovery for example those tied to a gym with personal trainers and
massage therapists. WaivLength Beauty. devices combine Magnetotherapy,
Phototherapy and Ultrasound and in the case of Soniclife also TENS to allow
therapists to provide treatment that relieves pain and discomfort as well as
speeding up and improving the healing of all layers of injury from the skin to
soft tissue and ligaments and of course nerves and bones. This treatment also
helps the body to build new tissue and ensure the proper alignment of the
tissue fibres so that full strength and flexibility are restored
Effects to the body include:
Analgesic
Myorelaxant
Anti-swelling
Improved circulation
Tissue Regeneration
Detoxification
This ability to offer relief from pain, improved mobility and its ability to
encourage a return to normal function at a cellular level make it a great tool in
virtually any conditions of the locomotor apparatus including:
Tendonitis
Broken and fractured bones
Arthritis
Muscle injuries
Sports injuries
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Our bodies are amazing machines capable of incredible feats, sometimes
those feats come at a price, and sometimes our bodies need a little help.
Thankfully today subjects that once were taboo to discuss are becoming
normalised in conversation, an example of this is a Woman’s monthly cycle
and the uncomfortable side effects such as:
Cramps
Back pain
Acne breakouts
Sonimed or Soniclife can help ease this discomfort. Simply use a universal
magnetic light therapy program or even better combine this with a high
frequency Magnetotherapy program to help alleviate the discomfort of period
cramps because of its:
Analgesic
Anti-inflammatory
Vasodilatation
Anti-oedematous activity
Without adverse effects and accompanied by an increase in the threshold of
pain sensitivity and activation of the anticoagulation system.
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Combining Treatments
If a client is receiving a treatment from a Sonimed, if the therapist/beauty spa
also owns a Soniclife you can take the treatment to the next level by combining
treatments from both devices to offer an enhanced treatment using the
Soniclife adapters to double up on a cosmetic treatment like skin firming or
even to run an additional treatment meaning a customer can receive both a
skin firming and cellulite reduction Magnetic light treatment from a Soniclife
simultaneously.
Whilst infrared light allows Soniclife to stimulate blood circulation to the area
and speeds up lymph drainage to stimulate the excretion of toxins aiding in the
breakdown of cellulite, with a consequent photo-rejuvenation activity. As a
result of the combined blue light therapy also being delivered which is
considered an excellent treatment for a wide variety of cosmetic skin
conditions meaning that not only will the cellulite treatment be targeting those
unwanted lumps and bumps on the skin but the blue light therapy it also
delivers will help ensure your skin is looking fresh and rejuvenated.
Or using the Soniclife the customer can receive an ultrasound and Magnetic
light treatment for the hands accompanied by the massaging effects of TENS,
not only will this offer the same rejuvenating effects to the hands and wrists but
also help improve blood circulation throughout the body increasing the overall
impact of the treatment and increasing general health and wellbeing.
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One device not discussed in this brochure is our Genesis device as
it is not geared specifically at the beauty industry.
Genesis features 23 programs for conditions affecting the feet, ankles and
lower legs, with settings tailored to optimise the combination of ultrasound,
magnetotherapy, phototherapy and TENS for each specific pathology. GENESIS
also features universal ultrasound and TENS programs and an adjustable
universal magnetotherapy program and can be equipped with High Frequency
Magnetotherapy accessories and is a great addition for companies that focus
on overall health as well as Beauty, and for the Goldstar and added wow factor
all three devices can be used simultaneously with multiple treatments applied
to the hands, feet and body simultaneously.
.
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Summary
WaivLength Beauty Devices are ideal for clinicians and beauty therapists in the
application of many types of cosmetic treatments over the entire body, being
particularly effective in combating many types of skin conditions, reducing
cellulite and applying anti-ageing treatments to the skin through diffusion
treatments which increase the penetration of creams and other topical
applicants into the dermis, greatly intensifying the effects of the products.
For cosmetic conditions we’d recommend at least 2 times a week if possible
and depending on the condition you are looking to treat this will impact how
long we may recommend treatment to continue, again results within the first
month are reported with many patients seeing them sooner.
Treatment is not painful or uncomfortable, although some initial intensity in
any treated areas may be experienced for a short time.
Magnetotherapy’s cosmetic effects are affected in particular by its ability to
provide an anti-aging action of tissues causing an improvement of skin
metabolism, rejuvenate the skin by reducing wrinkles and cellulite, treating
varicose veins, phlebitis and vasculopathies, strengthening the body's immune
defences. WaivLength Beauty Devices are suitable for adults at any age unless
you have a pacemaker, are pregnant or suffering from cancer. As with any
treatment consult a clinician if in doubt.
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Contact Information
Please call us on our freephone number
0800 023 9332
Or email us at
contact@waivlength.com
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Disclaimer
This brochure is provided as an information resource only and is not to be used
or relied on for any diagnostic or other purposes and Steriline Limited accept
no liability relating to the content. Please refer to and follow any manual and
instructions provided with any products bought. Consult a doctor as you
require and follow their instructions.
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